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Festival and other festivities world-wide

The Corona crisis and the brutal wars and violence around the

world have made many people feel afraid and worried about

the future. Many have lost their hope and feel confused.
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United for Peace through music and dance
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In many countries, large demonstrations have called for

change. It is indeed needed more and more.

Friendly to people and Nature

Why not make 25.12 the start of a weeklong Peace Festival?

To express our desire for change and for a better future for the

entire planet. To express our desire for Peace and Liberation. The

start of a new kind of politics that should always have been and

certainly needs to be friendly to people and Nature.

Too many divisions at all levels have created tensions, conflicts

and even wars. It has been costing billions in defence systems

and weapons. Billions that could have been used to build in-

stead of destroy. Time to build now: a world of Peace, Sanity and

Justice for all people and for Nature.

Strong messages to leaders

Let’s send out messages to leaders world-wide by expressing our

desire for Peace world-wide. Let’s put pressure on them to make

them feel they need and in fact have no other option but to

change and unite with other leaders – locally, nationally and glo-

bally. To unite in and for Peace.
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TV and radio world-wide

We ask all TV and radio stations and other media in all countries

to work together to organize a local Peace Festival as part of the

Global Diamond Peace Festival.

Just imagine, turning on your TV or radio anywhere in the world

and seeing and hearing musicians sing songs of peace and

hope. Of love and understanding. Of justice and change. Of a

better future for all…

People across the world and across all boundaries and walls that

now stand in the way of Peace, feeling united in and for Peace.

Artists from all over the world

Artists are invited to write songs about Peace and Love and in the

weeks before the Global Peace Festival, a national competition

could be held on TV and/or radio to select the best new songs

expressing “universal Peace”.

Also, a competition or voting-in could be organized to select the

best local and international songs of Peace and Love.
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All countries having their own Peace Festival and all countries

tuning in to Festivals organized in other countries. All spreading

messages of Peace around the world to awaken our leaders to

the people’s desire for real change and Peace. Let’s go for it.

Global Diamond Festival of Peace and Hope

So, this is an appeal to make 25.12 the start of a week dedicat-

ed to Peace with Christmas Day becoming the Diamond Christ-

mas or the best ever and a day to remember.

More suggestions for festivities and other activities will be

published in the coming weeks.

We want all TV and radio stations and other media to work to-

gether in their region or country to organize a Peace Festival in

that period with Christmas being the climax of the Festival.

Inspired by Peace

Artists and TV and radio stations are invited to let Danellandia -

Pax 21 inspire them, especially the sweet diamonds or poems

and thoughts about Peace, Love, Nature…
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Please contribute to make the Festival have an impact to re-

member.

Invitation to everybody

Please help Peace and contribute to the success of the Festival

and/or send this appeal on to all your contacts (if they speak an-

other language, please help to translate).

For inspiration and ideas for songs and activities, we would like to

invite you to visit our site, where peace and hope and human

values are keywords.

Let’s make the Diamond Peace Festival a global event to re-

member with joy and gratitude. Gratitude for Peace. Let's make

our leaders feel and hear our desire for Peace. Let’s make them

understand that this world needs change, to make it a place for

all people, wherever on this very exceptional planet. Let’s con-

vince them to pledge to boost Peace as the respect of Universal

Human Values as expressed in the New World Pact and to be

shared across the globe.

Many thanks in the name of Peace and Majai’vi!
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